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The Costa Rica Stock Exchange promotes the green 

bonds in Latin-American region in the PreCOP 25 

 
During this important event, the Costa Rica Stock Exchange (BNV) talked about the potential for 

sustainable financing. The BNV has promoted projects financed through the Green Bonds. 

October 2019. The Costa Rica Stock Exchange 

(BNV) CEO, José Rafael Brenes was invited 

as a panelist, to the PreCop25, event that 

took place from Tuesday to Thursday in our 

country. 

 

The panel named as “The Climate finance 

Challenge: Generation and Strengthening of 

Supply and Demand Capacities. Green 

Bonds: A Key Ally to Climate Change 

Action” talked about the challenges of 

climate finance and will seek to explain how 

the Green Bonds work as a key ally in 

tackling climate change and as a source of 

financing for the company that uses them. 

 

The panelists who attended to the event were Jessica Jacob, Latin America and the Caribbean 

Country Dialogue Specialist at Green Climate Fund (GFC), Carlos Ruiz-Garvia, Coordinator 

RCC Panamá and the Executive of Environment and Climate Change at CAF, Cecilia Guerra.  

 

According José Rafael Brenes, the fact that Costa Rica host the PreCOP25 is truly important 

because it shows our country as a worldwide environment promoter.   “We are aware of the 

need to unite efforts to counter climate change, for the BNV it is of utmost importance that 

as a country, and even as a region, we can create the necessary conditions to promote the 

financing of sustainable projects.”.  

Panel en el que participó el director de la Bolsa 
Nacional de Valores, exponiendo los bonos verdes.  
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BNV has joined efforts to promote a model of economic 

development with an integrated approach in which the 

environments is valued and cared for. Last year BNV launched its 

Green Bonds Project, it finances initiatives with specific 

environmental benefits that must help to mitigate and adaptive to 

climate change.  

 

The Stock Exchange has broadened its vision in line with 

international best practices, and will be promoting Social Bonds that will finance projects 

that impact social problems for a given population and Sustainable Bonds for ideas with 

social and environmental benefits as a whole. 

 

PRECOP25 

 
PRE COP 25 is a preparatory meeting for the Conference of Parties (COP) of the United 

Nations Climate Change Convention (UNCCC). It is originally organized by the incoming 

Chair of the COP, which corresponds to Chile this year; but 2019 will be different because 

Costa Rica and Chile agreed to organize these two meetings in collaboration. 

 

Chile will host the COP on December  
 
 

 
Si desea obtener más información sobre el Foro o sobre el plan de promoción de las empresas, pueden 

contactar a la Bolsa Nacional de Valores a través de comunicacion@bolsacr.com, o bien, al 2204 -4848. 
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